Provisional Grades

This quick guide explains how to access your provisional grades and feedback through MyAberdeen. Note: This functionality is limited by the use of it by your course coordinator/tutor. Your grades will only be visible if the coordinator of your course has made it available.

Accessing your Provisional Grades

- Log in to MyAberdeen by going to: https://abdn.blackboard.com and logging in using your University username and password.
- You can access your grades for individual courses through the Course Pages; click on the course for which you would like to see the grades and choose Provisional Grades from the Course list on the left.
- To see all the grades for all the courses at the same time, go to My Blackboard Panel through the Global Navigation on the upper right corner of the MyAberdeen webpage (an arrow next to your name) and click on Provisional Grades icon.

Through My Blackboard Panel

- The Global Navigation lets you know of any new activity, including new graded items by displaying a red square with the number according to the number of new items available.
- When clicking on the Provisional Grades icon, you will be shown the recent graded items, your score, and when these items were graded.
- You are also provided with link to View Attempt that takes you to your course area and submission history and Alignments if added to the original assignment. Clicking on Alignments opens a new window showing you the Goals and Graduate Attributes this assignment helped to achieve, but only if made available by your course coordinator/tutor.
- Clicking on View Attempt redirects you to your Grades section accessible through your Course Page and lets you know of the details of the assignment. Click OK on the right bottom of the page to return to the My Blackboard provisional grades section.
- You can choose to View all provisional grades for the course by clicking on the relevant link under the title of the assignment for which you have been given a recent mark. This will redirect you directly back to your Course page's Provisional Grades section.
- You can choose to sort your grades according to Date or Course by clicking on the relevant option under the title Provisional Grades.

Through your Course Page

- Your Provisional Grades section accessed through your Course page allows you to see the Calculated Weighted Total – the weighted sum of all grades for a user, based on item or category weighting and the Grading Criteria (if made available).
- It also shows the individual Graded items with Alignments and Description of the assignment, and the Upcoming assignments.